The Northridge Earthquake
and the "Earthquake Deficit"
We} ve had a lot

by Egill Hauksson

This four-story apartment building on
Hollywood Boulevard
west of Normandie
Avenue is actually
a seismic success
story. The building
had been retrofitted
with steel tie rods to
hold its brick facade
to its interior members. As a result,
although the building
suffered severe
damage, it did not
collapse and no one
was killed in it. The
tie rods' ends are the
disk- and diamondshaped plates visible
at floor and roof level
across the front of the
upper stories.

The Northridge earthquake, moment magnitude 6.7, occurred on Monday, January 17, at
4:30 a.m., getting those of us who live in the
Los Angeles region out of bed a little earlier than
usual. We were lucky in that respect-if the
earthquake had occurred in the daytime, many
more than 60 people would certainly have died.
(Incidentally, several hospitals had to be temporarily closed or evacuated, mostly because of
water loss or water damage from broken plumbing.) Seven large parking structures belonging
to malls, hospitals, and a university collapsedsome partially and some almost completely-and
many public buildings, from schools to shopping
malls, suffered heavy damage, as did several freeways. But that's another story, one for the structural engineers to tell. I'm going to describe the
earthquake itself, how we measured it, and what
we learned from it.
Shortly after the earthquake, the press pointed
out that all the recent earthquakes--San Fernando in '71, Whittier Narrows in '87, Sierra Madre
in '91, and Landers in '92-had been in the early
morning hours. Why was that? So we went back
to our earthquake catalog and looked at the last
50 years, and the press had indeed identified a
pattern. A plot of Sourhern California earthquake
magnitudes from 1945 to 1994 as a function of
time of day shows five earthquakes of magnitude
6.7 or greater between 4:00 and 6:00 a.m. But
below magnitude 6.6, the earthquakes are scattered randomly throughout the day and night.
This tells us that the sample of large earthquakes
is statistically insignificant. Simply put, we
haven't had enough big earthquakes to complete

of earthquakes
over the last five
years} and we}re
likely to have
some more over
the next five
years.

the plot. Big earthquakes can happen at any
time, so everybody has to be earthquake-prepared
day and night.
At Caltech, we're always prepared. We record
earthquakes whenever they happen-24 hours a
day, 365 days a year-through a network of
instruments we tun in cooperation with the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS). These instruments
are scattered from the Mexican border up into
Owens Valley, and from Needles to Coalinga.
There are 240 seismographic stations that contain
340 different seismometers, which are the instruments that actually record earthquakes. Most of
these stations contain a single instrument that
measures vertical motion, but some of the stations contain multiple instruments to measure
motion in all three dimensions. All of these
instruments are connected to Caltech's earthquake data center by dedicated phone lines,
microwave links, or radio links, so that we get
the data immediately.
Most of our network consists of standard-issue
instruments, but 17 of our sites are TERRAscope
stations-state-of-the-art digital seismometers.
Unlike conventional seismographs, which are
designed to measure only ground motions within
a fairly narrow frequency range and which "saturate," or go off-scale, if the earthquake is very
large or very close by, digital seismometers can
record movements of any size at any frequency.
A TERRAscope station has a set of three sensors
that measure small-amplitude up-down, northsouth, and east-west motions; a second set of
sensors for measuring large-amplitude motion
(the shaking that actually causes damage) along
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Right: Earthquakes
of all sizes happen
at all hours. We just
haven't had enough
large ones to fill in
the graph.
Below: An earth·
quake's moving parts.
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Below: The Southem
Califomia Seismo·
graphic Network, run
jointly by Caltech and
the USGS, consists of
240 seismographic
stations (black dots).
The purple lines are
faults; blue lines are
freeways.
Left: David .Johnson,
the seismo lab's field
technician, installing
new TERRAscope
instruments in an old
gold-mine tunnel near
Lake Isabella.
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those san1e three axes; and a GPS (Global Positioning Satellite) receiver that we use to determine the waves' arrival times very precisely .
(Most applications of the G PS system lise these
receivers to determine locations, but the system
also generates time signals that are accurate to
one-millionth of a second.) A computer at the
station records all this data and transmits it back
to Caltech via satellite 6r over a dedicated phone
line. Seismologists at other institutions can then
retrieve the data from our data center, using
high-speed modems, or over the Internet.
When an earthquake happen s, we don't know
where it was or how big it was, but computers in
the Scismo Lab autOmatically record its waves
and their arrival times at our seismometers. An
earthquake record consists of a P, or primary,
wave-so called because it travels fastest and
arrives first-followed by a slower S, or secondary, wave, plus othet waves. The P and the S
waves travel at well-known speeds, so the delay
between the P wave's arrival and the S wave's
arrival tells us how far away the earthquake was
from the recording instrument. It's exactly anal ogous [Q seeing a lightning flash and then counting the seconds until you hear the thunder in
order to find out how far away the lightning bol t
is. One distance measurement tells us only that
the earthq uake lies somewhere on a circle of that
radius from the seismographic station, but taking
the dara from man y stat ions gives us the exact
location in three dimensions-the paine where all
the citcles intersect. Once we know the location,
we can derive the magnitude fwm the size of the
waves we record, because the waves get smaller as
they travel far ther away from the source. All
these measurements and calculations used to be
done by hand, with a ruler and a pencil, bur now
we lise high-speed workstations that do much
of the work automaticaJl y and allow the data
analysts to review the results very q ui ckly.
Where the C'drthquake starts-its focal point
at depth-we refer to as the hypocenter. The
epicenter is the projection of that point up to the
earth 's surface. While you can think of a magnirud e 2 or 3 earthquake as having a point source,
that's not so in larger earthquakes. In the Northridge earthquake, for instance, a seer ion of fault
17 kilomete rs long and 13 kilom eters deep
broke. We do calcu late a latitude and a longitude
for the epicenter, so there is an "exact poim" of
sorts where the earthquake began, but we seismologists don 't take that location too seriously
because we know that the earthquake's waves
are, in faer, radiating off every point on the entire
plane of the faul[ [hac breaks.
The graphic on the opposite page lists the

Right: A comparison
of how much fault
broke in several
notorious California
earthquakes.
Left: Until recently, it
was assumed that an
entire piece of fault
moved as a unit
during an earthquake
(top drawing'. But
seismologists now
believe that the slip
begins at a single
point, and travels
along the fault like
a zipper (the jagged
arrow in bottom three
drawings'.

fault length for several California earthquakes.
As you can see, Northridge, Lorna Prieta (40
kilometers), and Landers (80 kilometers) all
broke fault sections of roughly similar length.
But compare the Fort Tejon and San Francisco
earthquakes, which respectively ruptured for
about 370 and 400 kilometers-the latter
including some 80 kilometers of seafloor from
Bodega Bay north toward Cape Mendocino that's
not shown on the graph. These two are what we
refer to as major or great earthquakes, the sort
that occur on the San Andreas fault, like the
coming earthquake that the press refers to as
the Big One. So Northridge was, in fact, only
a moderate-sized earthquake. It just happened
to be underfoot.
There are a few simple rules about earthquakes: the bigger the earthquake, the larger the
piece of fault that breaks; the bigger the earthquake, the farther the fault is displaced; and,
finally, the bigger the earthquake, the longer it's
going to last. In the Northridge earthquake, the
fault moved about two meters. In the Big One,
the movement could be 10 meters. It took six
or seven seconds for the rupture to complete its
travel along the fault segment that the Northridge earthquake was on. The Big One may take
two or three minutes to break, depending on
where the rupture starts. So if by the time you
realize you're in an earthquake it's all over, you
know it was a small earthquake. But if the shaking continues or even intensifies, you know you're
in a big earthquake.
Our ideas about how earthquakes work have
changed over the last decade . We used to think

that one rigid block of rock would lurch past
another rigid block, so that the whole fault
moved at once. We now believe that the movement starts in one spot on the bult and propagates along it at about a mile and a half per
second. (The speed at which the fault breaks
is not the speed at which the P, S, and other
waves travel.) A carpet layer putting a big rug
on a ballroom floor is a good analogy. Suppose
he suddenly realizes he's made a mistake-the
rug is too close to the wall, and he has to move it
out two feet. He tries pulling on the rug, but it's
too heavy to move. But if he walks over to the
wall and makes a fold in the rug, he can push the
fold across the room with very little effort and
move the rug two feet. The same thing happens
underground-there's a fold, or pulse, that goes
along the fault and allows the rock to move.
Other earthquakes rattled the Los Angeles
area in the days before the Northridge earthquake. Starting on Sunday, January 9, there was
a swarm of about two dozen small earthquakes
under Santa Monica Bay. Many of them were
felt, including a magnitude 3.7 just of£~hore
of Venice Beach at three o'clock that afternoon.
At Caltech, we refer to these as "media earthquakes"-they don't cause damage or injuries,
but all the TV crews go out and ask people what
it felt like. Also, 12 hours before the Northridge
earthquake, we had a small cluster up near the
Holser tillilt, by Castaic Lake. Both clusters were
part of the same overall process that created the
Northridge earthquake-the compression of this
part of California-but neither was on the same
fault as the Northridge earthquake, so we don't
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Above: The San Fernando Valley, as seen
from the east-southeast. Downtown Los
Angeles is off the map
to the lower right.
The main shock's
epicenter is the pink
triangle in the lower
left, and the first
week's worth of
aftershocks are
plotted as circles.
The circle's size is
proportional to the
aftershock's magnitudej those of 3.9 or
less are in yellow, 4.0
or greater are in red.
The jagged red line in
the mountains is the
Santa Susana fault.
(3-D Map courtesy of
ESRI, Redlands, CAj
street map © Thomas
Brothers Maps.)
Right: A cross section
through the valley and
north·northeast into
the San Gabriel Moun·
tains, into which the
aftershocks have
been projected. The
main shock is shown
as a beach ball; after·
shocks are open
circles. The beach
ball's dark quadrants
indicate compression
and the light quad·
rants expansion,
showing that the fault
moved up toward the
surface at an angle of
about 40 degrees.
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refer to them as foreshocks. We prefer the term
"preshock" instead, because we don't really
unders tand how they are related mechan ically
to the Northridge earthquake.
The Norchridge main shock was beneath the
floor of the San Fernando Valley, as shown in the
map above. The majority of the aftershocks
(circles) were also below the valley, and most of
the rest were below the Santa Susana MOllntains.
(The Santa Susana fault, by the way, was nOt
involved in this earthquake sequence.) The main
trencl in the aftershoc ks is northward and toward
the sllrf.1.Ce, but there is a second block of very
shallow aftershocks directl y over the hypocencer,
as shown in the cross section, above right. T he
main shock was about 19 kilometers deep, and
the aftershocks that scattered up from there to a
dept h of eight kilometers or so defined the fau lt
plane that broke du ring the earthquake. The
aftershocks that continue stra igh t up [Q the surface from there are probably related to the deformation of the near-surface material in response to
the main snock-as the rock deep underground is
thrust upward, the shallower layers on top of it
had to move to accommcx:late ic.
Because the Nonhridge earthquake's fault
lies directly beneath the densely populated San
Fernando Valley, there was tremendous damage.
Most of the val ley lies with in rhe Los Angeles
ci ty limits, and by mid-Februa ry the city's
Department of Building and Safety had inspected
some 65,000 residential buildings in the valley
and elsewhere and had red-tagged-declared
unsafe to enter- 1,60S of them, including many
large apartment complexes. Another 7,374 bore
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yellow rags, indi cating they were safe for entry
for short periods to retrieve personal possessions.
(An estimated 20,000 people camped outdoors
for the first few days after the earthq uake, either
because their homes were uninhabitable or for
fear of afte rshocks; some 9,000 remained in Red
Cross shelters and rent ciries 10 days later.)
T ransportation lin ks were severed. Collapsed
bridges shut down portions of Interstates 5 and
10 and State Routes 14 and 118, and a freight
train derailed in Northridge , blocking the tracks.
Severa! major high-voltage substations within a
few miles of the epicenter were knocked out, and
some tWO million customers in the Los Angeles
area lost power for the better part of the day;
900,000 of them had their lights back by dusk,
but service ro some places was nor restored for
more than a week. In a demonstration of the
interconnectedness of our technological society,
shattered ceram ic insulacors in Sylmar led to a
three-hour blackout for 150,000 customers in
nlral Idaho, as well as isolated outages in seven
western states and British Columbia. By contrast, the 197 1 San Fernando earthq uake, which
was of equal magnitude and occurred rig hr next
door, was beneath the San Gabriel Mountains.
Most of the strong ground shaking then was in
the sparsely populated mo untains, so the damage
was much less severe.
Despite their resemblance in size and p lace,
the San Fernando and Northridge earthquakes
were very dissimilar an imals. Their rupture
planes (das hed areas on tbe top map on the opposite page) abutted, but didn't cur across each
other. A cross section through their faults reveals

The San Fernando
earthquake and its
aftershocks (in blue)
and the Northridge
earthquake and its
aftershocks (in red)
ruptured adjacent
fault planes fdashed
outlines), as shown irl
the upper plot. The
two main shocks are
rendered as stars.
The solid black lines
are mapped faults.
North is at the top.
Projecting the epicen·
ters into a cross
section from south·
west to northeast
reveals the faults that
broke (lower plot).
The San Fernando
earthquake ruptured
a steeply dipping fault
and then a more shal.
lowly dipping fault all
the way to the sur·
face. The Northridge
earthquake was on a
buried fault that didn't
reach the surface.
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Below: A contour map
of horizonal ground
shaking as a percent·
age of gravity. The
darker shaded areas
experienced in excess
of 50 percent of
gravity (0.5 g). The
dots are instrument
locations.
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the key difference. The San Fernando earthquake
scarted at a depth of 12- 15 kilometers and ruptured all the way up to the surface. In contrast,
the Northridge earthquake started at a depth of
about 19 kilometers and ruptured up to a depth
0{8 kilometers. These are two basically different
types of faults : the San Fernando earthquake was
caused by movement on a surficial, or surf.,lCebreaking, fault, and the Northridge earthquake
was caused by movement on a blind, or buried,
fault. (Both earthquakes were on reverse fauitsa type of fault in which one side of the fault
thrusts itself up and over the other. The San
Andreas fault is a different type, called strike-slip,
in wh ich the two sides of the fault slip sideways
with 1itde or no venical motion.)
And that's the first of three important lessons
from the Northridge earthquake: that these blind
faults, whose existence was first revealed by the
Whittier Narrows earthquake in 1987, lie
beneath much of the greater L.A. area. This
earthquake confirmed that these faults are
widespread and thus extremely dangerous.
The 197 \ San Fernando earthguake left a
surface rupture-a fault scarp. Nothing like this
was found following the Northridge earthquake,
simply because the rupture zone did not make it
up to the surface. Nonetheless, the Northridge
earthquake did cause ground deformation in the
epicenrral region, in Mission Hills, and in
Potrero Canyon. This deformation was subtle
in filany cases~a slight bump in a sidewalk,
an inch or twO offset in a curb-but sufficient
to crack foundations and break water and naturalgas mams.
About 95 percent of earthquake damage is
caused by ground shaking, not deformation. If
the ground is shaking with an acceieratjon that
is LO percent of the force of gravity, you'll feel
it but there won't be much damage. BujJdings
that conform to California's Uniform Building
Code are built to withstand horizontal shaking
at 40 percent of gravity . (Buildings are routinely
designed to carry much greater vertical loads100 percent of gravity, which is simply the
bujJding's own weight, plus another 100 percent
or so as a margin of safety to account for the
occupants.) During the North ridge earthquake,
the San Fernando Valley, Granada Hills, Mission
Hills, and Woodland Hills all experienced hori~
zontal ground shaking 50 percent or more of
gravity, as did areas in Santa Monica and Hollywood. This is very severe shaking, and explains
why there was so much damage. The strongest
shaking generally gets focused in the direction
along which the fault plane breaks . This fault
plane aimed north and to the surface directly at
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Above: In this view
of the San Fernando
Valley, we are looking
down into the ground
at an angle perpendicular to the Northridge
earthquake's fault
plane, or about 40
degrees from the
vertical and 30
degrees east of north,
The arrows show the
direction of movement
along the fault, while
the contours show the
thrust (vertical\
component of that
motion in centime.
ters. The numbers on
the contour lines are
negative to indicate
that the north, or
underside, of the fault
moved downward
with respect to the
south side of the fault.
The south side of the
fault is a thin wedge
that carries the San
Fernando Valley and
the Santa Susana
Mountains on it.
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the 1- 5/SR-1 4 inrerc ht1nge, which is one reason
why it was so heavily damaged. The strong
grouncl-sh<lking waves continued travel ing north,
ravag ing the Si mi and Sama Clarita Valleys nnd
rhe ciry of fillm ore.
And that's the second lesson fru m t he North ridge earthqu ake: the ground shaking was severe
ove r a wide a rea arollnd the epicenter. For the
first t ime, [his shak ing was recorded on numerous
instruments and was thus well dOCllmenceci. [n
previous earthq uakes, such instruments were
more th inly d istri buted, and only one or two of
t hem would register st rong shaking. These few
records. cou\d ahvays be exp\ained away as anomalies of one sore or anot her-site effeCts or qllirks
of th e building in which the instrum ent was
locared, for example.
"Bur Sama Man ica and H all ywood were hard
hit, tOO, and they' re far from the epicemer and
to the so uth- i n the opposite direction. What
happened there ? Pare of the answer is that the
ground is very sofr in parts of H ollywood. The
I- tO freeway collapsed at La Cienega Boulevard;
La Cienega, in Span ish, means The Swamp. In
ateas whe re the soil is water-saturated, g round
shaking is amplified and structures are more likely to be damaged. (See the article on lique£1.ction
in t he Winter 1990 E&S.) Santa Monica, on the
other hand, may have fallen victim to an edge
effect. The city si ts on a sediment-filled basin
whose edge is rhe H ol lywood Hills. The earthquake's waves traveled throug h the hard rock
of (he hilts into the sediment, where they got
trapped-reverberating off the basin's rock walls
and floor like a shout in an empty room . The
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rebou nding waves canceled one another in so me
locations bur reinforced one anoth er in other
places, caus ing extremely strong and long-lasting
shak ing in the lan er spots. Venrura Boulevard,
on the San Fernando Valley side of those same
bills, suffered heavil y fo r rhe same reason. (In
passing , I'll note that the ea rthquake caused the
usual severe damage to masonry bu ildi ngs, but
\ve're making progress-the ooes thac were
reinforced may have been bacUy damaged, but at
least th ey di dn't collapse and kill anyon e. And
that's what reinforcement is all about, reallynot making a bu ild ing eart hquake-proof, which
is prohibitively expensive and perhaps impossible
in mOSt cases, but earthquake-reJiJtant. This
earthquake proved we can do that. )
In addition to ground deformation and shaking, the earthquake caused uplift, as measured by
the GPS system. The maximum \Vas about a foot
and a half, fo und at the northern end of the San
Fernando Valley and in the Santa Susana Mount<lins where rhe fault plane approached the surface. The geology of t hat region con tai ns ample
evidence of llplift fro m previous earthquakes. For
e:mm ple, as you d ri ve up to Santa Barbara on U.S.
IOl, you pass the Ventura Avenue ant icline
about four miles west of Yenrura. You can clearly see rhe fo lded layers of rock exposed, as shown
in the photo above. An anticline is a reg ion
where once-tlar layers of rock have been pushed
up by co mpression from t he sides. This one was
created by a cycle of erosion and uplift, as shown
in the three draw ings below the phoro. The process starts wi th the ocean cutti ng into a hillside.
Erosion crea(:es a cliff w it h a gently sloping beach

Below: Plotting earthquake magnitudes in
the L.A. basin versus
the year in which they
occurred reveals two
clusters of activity,
one of which continues today.
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Above: As we all
know, Southern
California has its

'aults. This map
shows some of the
more prominent ones.
ORF is the Oak Ridge
fault, SSF is the Santa
Susana fault, SRF is
the San Gabriel fault,
SMF is the Santa
Monica fault, RHF is
the Raymond Hill
fault, ADF is the
Anacapa-Dume fault,
NIF is the NewportInglewood fault, PVF
is the Palos Verdes
fault, BAF is the

Banning fault, and
MCF is the Mission
Creek fault. SDT is
the San Diego Trough
fault. The red regions
show the portions of
faults that have
broken in historic
earthquakes. The
earthquakes' magni.
tudes and years of
occurrence are also
shown.
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at its foot. When an earthq uake happens, [he
cliff and its beach ger upli fted. The ocean
resumes cutting its cl iff and beach ineo t he new,
freshly exposed hillside, umil anorher earrhquake
uplifts the hillsi de yet again. And if the up lift
cont inu es over the eons, it carves the hillside into
a series of terraces that once were beaches. We
can date the earthquakes by dating the terraces,
using carbon-14 dating on the seashells we find
buried there.
Stepping back a little bit, why do we have all
these earthquakes in Los Angeles? Because the
Pacific plate and the North American plate meet
rhere, and they're nl0ving past each other in
opposite directions. The interface between the
two plates is the San Andreas fault, which comes
north our of the Gulf of Californ ia, extends past
the Salton Sea and Palm Springs, jogs left near
Morongo Valley, passes Palmdale and Gorman,
and then resumes its origi nal more northerly
course through Central California and the Bay
Area. So the plates move parallel to each other on
the southern and northern parts of the fa ult, but
there's this kink in the midd le. Material on the
Pacific plate gets compressed as it goes into the
bend near Morongo Valley, and that causes earthquakes. Then the plate gets shoved out to the
west when it wants to go north, and t hat causes
still more earthquakes. This whole process has
created about 300 secondary faults, some of
which are show n above.
We know from geological and geophysical
stud ies that the net average movement between
the Pacific and North American plates is about
fou r and a half centimeters per year. This is

about as fas t as your fingernails grow. But unlike
you r manicure going ragged, this movement
doesn't happen gradually-it happens in discrete
events, i.e., in great earthq uakes . We also know
that about 80 percent of this movement is
accommodated along the San Andreas fault.
The remaining 20 percent occurs on the secondary faults. O f that 20 percent, about 5 percent
occurs out in the Mojave Desert, and has caused
t he Landers and other earthquakes. The remaining 15 percent occurs in faults in the LA. area
and in the Transverse Ranges to the northwest.
In the past 60 years, the LA. area has had
three sizable earthquakes and a number of moderate ones, but they haven' t been evenly d istributed
over time or space. If we plot earthquake magnitudes si nce 1900 as a function of time, we hnd
twO clusters of activi ty. The first one, from 1920
to 1942, included the Long Beach earthquake.
The second one runs from 1970 to the present.
Most of the earthquakes in the firs t cluster were
south of dowmown Los Angeles. Nearly all of
the second cluster have been along the northern
edge of the Los Angeles Basin, along the front of
the San Gabriel Mountai ns.
A simple forecasting method works quite well,
at least for th e weather in Los Angeles: the weather today is probably the weather we're goi ng to
have tomorrow. So we've had a lor of earthquakes
over the last five years, and we're likely to have
some more over the next five years. And this is
the third lesson from the Northridge earthquake:
it drove home the point that we're in a period of
increased seismicity.
There's another reason for surmising that we're
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in for more earthquakes. The red patches in the
map on the previous page show which parts of
the local faults have broken in recent earthquakes.
There are large expanses that aren't red, so we
have quite a bit of fault area that still has to
move. We can divide these faults into two basic
types: surficial faults like the Newport-Inglewood fault, which caused the Long Beach
earthquake, and buried faults like the Whittier
Narrows thrust ramp (not shown on the map),
and the Santa Monica thrust ramp. We can sum
up the energy stored on these two groups of timlts
since 1800, although our knowledge of the
accumulation rates isn't perfect. But still, we
can get a maximum and minimum value for each
fault class. We've had two surficial-fault earthquakes, Long Beach and San Fernando, and it
turns out that we're about in balance-the energy
released in those two events is about half way
between our calculated minimum and maximum.
Measuring slip rates on the buried faults is much
trickier, obviously, because we can't see them
directly, but consulting geologists Tom Davis
and Jay Namson have examined geological data
from the LA. basin and found deeply buried
sediments known to have been deposited at sea
level. Dating these sediments and noting their
current elevations gives us a rough idea of how
fast they're being moved. (These estimates are
really a lower limit, since there are buried faults
lurking out there that haven't made themselves
known yet.) The buried faults are accumulating
energy at about twice the rate of the surficial
faults, but we've only had one sizable "blind"
earthquake-Northridge. In other words, energy

Above right: The
areas of strong shako
ing (in excess of 50
percent of gravity
horizontally) felt in
the Northridge ear1h·
quake are outlined
with dashed orange
lines. They include
most of the San Fer·
nando Valley, and a
strip running from
Santa Monica to
Hollywood.
Below right: For a
hypothetical magni.
tude 7.0 earthquake
that breaks the San
Andreas tau" trom
Banning to Tejon Pass
(red line), the area of
horizontal shak ing at
10 percent of gravity
or greater is shown in
green. Here the
regions at risk are the
San Bemardino, River·
side, and Palm
Springs areas.
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Above right: A contour
map of the modified
Mercalli intensities
felt in the Northridge
earthquake. The
small numerals are
data points. The
squares represent
the named cities.
Below right: Calculated intensities for that
same hypothetical 7.0
on the San Andreas.
The intensities are
coded according to
the color bar across
the top of the map.
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is accumulating on these buried fa ults fas ter than
it's being re leased. That's why we seismologists
calk aOOm an "earthquake defici t" -we're missing five or six Norchridge-sized earc hquakes, or
one magn itude 7.2 or 7.3 eart hq uake.
WI e've designed computer models that
esti mate the shaki ng from various plausible
earthq uakes, so let's compare the Notthridge
earthquake with what we might expect in a grear
earthquake on the San Andreas fau lt. The Northridge earrhquake·s area of shaking at about 10
percent of gravity or greater is 30 to 40 kilometers across, as shown in t he top map at left. If we
do a calculation for th e San Andreas fault using a
magnirude 7 earthqu ake (hat srarts near Banning
and runs up tOward Tejon Pass (next map down),
we get an area of shaking at 10 percen t of g ravity
or greater that extends for 170 kilometers or so.
But the earthquake doesn't cause very strong
shak ing in t he Los Angeles metropolitan area
itself. T he commun ities ar risk fro m th is eJ. rthquake are San Bernardino, Riverside, and their
environs.
Another way [() look at earchquake damage is
with the modified Mercalli imensiry scale, which
was invented in 1902, back before we had a lot of
seismolog ical instruments. Jr was modified in
1931 hy I-larry Wood, the fi rst di rector of what
became Calrech's seismo lab, and Frank Neumann , th en chief of the seismological division of
the U.S. Coast and Geodeti c Survey (the forerunner to the USGS), to take into aCCount such
innovations as skyscrapers, moror cars, and
underground pipelines. Thi s scale describes
[he strength of the shaki ng observed at any g iven
location, and goes from lup to XII. (\X/e g ive
Mercalli ratings in Roman nun1 erals to avoid
confusion w ith the Ri chter and other mag nitude
scales.) In Northridge, the maximum Mercalli
rating was IX, as shown in th e rhird map down.
At rx, apartment buildings lose stories, unreinforced maso nry buildings are severely damaged,
and [rains arc knocked off their tracks. Where
[he Mercalli inrensiry was VIIl , everything was
thrown off shelves, chimneys toppled, and chere
was significant dam age. At VII , there was strong
shaking, but nOt all that much damage. If we
again do a calcu lation for that 7.0 on the San
Andreas (bottom map), we see a much larger
area of intensity VIII or g reater. Very significant
damage would occur in San Bernardino and
R iverside Counties, but there wou ld be pockets
of damage in the San Gabtiel Valley, a nd somewhat more widespread damage in the San Fernando Valley and communities to th e north like Santa Clarita. In an earrhquake of this type, you
would feel the shaking for a long time-for
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Right: After gallivant·
ing across the country
from East L.A. to Chi.
cago, Atlanta, and
back again, the CUBE
data winds up on a
computer display.
This one shows the
first few days' worth
of Northridge after.
shocks (colored
circles). The infonnation in red pertains to
the red·highllghted
earthquake ...nder the
cursor arrow. Black
lines are faults; red
ones are freeways.
Below: The Northridge
earthquake bounced
some of the 64 cars in
this freight train clean
off the track. Even
though one tanker
spilled 8,000 gallons
of sulfuric acid, the
line was back in ser·
vice within 48 hours.

several minutes-bur most of that would be light
shaking. The strong shaking would only last for
several rens of seconds.
At Caltech, we don't merely study earthquakes. We're also working on various ways
[() mitigate their effects. I've JUSt described
one method, wh ich is to calculate the effeers
in advance so that st ruerural eng ineers will know
what forces a building in a given area must be
designed co withstand. And while we still don't
know how to prediCt f'drthquakes, we can do the
next beSt thing, which is CO provide information
about the earthq uake very q uickly afte r it happens. This allows dispatchers to se nd emergency
crews (s uch as fire b ri gades and ambulances) to
rhe hardes t-hit ateas, enables gas and water companies co shut off mains that m igh t be broken,
perm its electric utilities to reroute power around
damaged lines, and so forth. We've put together
a system called CUBE, which stands for Cal techu.s. Geological Survey Broadcast of Earthqu akes.
It's still in the development p hase, but we already
have 15 utilities and transportation compan ies as
subscribers. local governments also subscribe to
it, and we have twO media subscribers -KTTV
and KNX radio. CUBE uses the earthquake
dara~l ocation, magn itude, and time-that's
automatically ge nerated by the computers here
at Caltech, and sends that information on a rad io
link to our local cell ul ar-phone company, wh ich
pages the 200 or so indiv idual users. In some
cases, people carry beepers t hat read out the
information; in ot hers, rhe pagers are hooked
up to pes that plot earthquakes as dots on a map.
It rakes abou t a minute to a minute and a half to
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determine the eart hquake's location and magnitude, and then about 20 seconds to route the da ta
throug h the paging system. T he message has to
go from Caltech to the p hone company's office in
Eas t L.A. , wh ich sends it by satell ite [Q Chicago,
then Atl anta, and then back ro Los Ang eles. This
is what happens when you real ly get caught up in
hig h-tech.
But CUBE isn't as high-tec h ye t as it needs to
be, and the system did not respond to the Northridge main shock as a res ult. (The system has
done a good job of reporting the aftershock
seq uence, however.) CUBE missed the main
shock beca use most of the seismometers in the
network are the old-fashioned analog kind that
record their data in t he form of frequencymodulated waves, a meth(x:i of dara-encoding
sim ilar to the way (hat an FM radio station
broadcas ts aud io signals. The seismic data are
transmitted ove r microwave links that suffer from
random bu rsts of noise caused by var ious atmospheric phe nomena. Our compucers rhink that
rhe noise bursts are actually big earthquakes, and
the system gets saturated trying co process them.
To prevent this, we've designed "traps" in our
software that recog ni ze the noise bursts and
discard them. So when the Northridge earthquake hit, th e co mputers ass umed t hat the huge
waves in the inco ming data were another noise
burst, and ignored them. W e need co replace our
analog instruments, which were state-of-the-art
in the early 1970s, with modern dig ital ones thac
record and transm it t he data as packets of digital
informat ion . T hen the computers would know
that all the data reaching them is real. We're
working w ith our local phone compan ies to see if
we can get dedkated p hone lines that wouldn' t
be su bject to the at mos phere's wh ims, but what
we reall y need to do is to replace those analog
instruments with digital ones that have capabili ties sim ilar to the TERRAscope. And that 's
expensive, so we're installing the digital ones
as we can afford to. C. 1
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